Engaging heaven on earth

• Over the last months we have begun to engage with God’s presence in the heavenly tabernacle
• Yod Hei Vav Hei YHVH
• There has been an increased engagement with flags, colours, prophetic acts etc.
• We are engaging with the 7 spirits of God
• We are engaging with the 4 faces of God
• We are engaging with the 4 angels
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• The heavenly tabernacle is strongly linked with the Order of Melchizedek or Joshua Generation

• Heb 6:19-20 .. one which enters within the veil, 20 where Jesus has entered as a forerunner for us, having become a high priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek.
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• Order of Melchizedek is the pattern of a royal heavenly priesthood. Lion Ox Eagle Man
• Kings and Priests forming an heavenly arc for heavenly blueprints to be revealed
• Apostolic Prophetic form arc for the earthly shadow to be manifested and then filled.
• Heavenly word of God and the heavenly government of God to be out worked in embassies of heaven on earth.
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- Veil between heaven and earth is open so we can engage, behold and become transformed
- Earth to reflect heaven
- Overlap of heaven and earth
- Gardens – Eden & East in Eden
- Tabernacle earthly & Heavenly
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• There is a blueprint or scroll for our individual lives and for our gathering together around a blueprint as an Ekklesia.

• There are series of patterns where the arcs are places of engagement and transformation to bring alignment for our lives with our heavenly scroll and destiny.

• Deal with our earthly past reconnect us to our eternal past and reveal and draw us to future destiny
New alignment with 4 faces of God symbol, sound, frequency and shape of heaven
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- Biblical numerology forms patterns
- Power of Agreement
- Frequencies of light, colour, vibrational movement open portals to see beyond the veil to engage beyond the veil
- Heaven and earth to overlap or be superimposed
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- 2 = an arc of agreement
- 2 come into agreement and opens a portal for an experiential manifestation
- 3 = government and manifestation of the kingdom at hand
- 4 = open window or doorway
- 1+1=3
- 3+1 =4
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- $3 \times 3 = 9$ complete number
- $2 \times 9 = 18$ $1+8 = 9$
- $3 \times 9 = 27$ $2+7 = 9$
- 9 stones covering Lucifer the light bearers body as he stood as covering cherub
- 12 stones on High Priest's breastplate
- $9 + 3 = 12$ heaven and earth in harmony and fullness of government
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• What is a reflection on earth of the heavenly mountain?
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- The four faces of God are represented by the 4 living creatures around His throne.
- The 4 faces manifest around the arc when we interact with them and engage the Yod Hei Vav Hei.
- We can look into them and step into them.
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- The 4 faces are aligned according to the compass
- Governmental aspects of God and His kingdom
- East Lion – Kingly
- South Ox – Prophetic
- West Eagle – Apostolic
- North Man - Priestly
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• The faces form arcs of agreement between themselves for government and windows of engagement to open
• The 4 angels are in this spiritual realm
• The 4 in heaven and 4 on earth form an arc of agreement between heaven and earth
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- John 1:51 And He *said to him, “Truly, truly, I say to you, you will see the heavens opened and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man.”

- John 3:13 And yet no one has ever gone up to heaven, but there is One Who has come down from heaven—the Son of Man [Himself], Who is (dwells, has His home) in heaven.
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- Heb 6:19 This hope we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope both sure and steadfast and one which enters within the veil, 20 where Jesus has entered as a forerunner for us, having become a high priest forever according to the order of Melchizedek.
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- Heb 10:19 Therefore, brethren, since we have confidence to enter the holy place by the blood of Jesus, 20 by a new and living way which He inaugurated for us through the veil, that is, His flesh, 21 and since we have a great priest over the house of God, 22 let us draw near
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• The high priest would sing or chant the names of God YHVH in the earthly tabernacle a window would open.

• God’s presence or His shekinah glory would appear between the arc of the 2 wings.

• God’s presence is represented by the 4 faces Lion, Ox, Eagle, Man.
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• We can draw near or engage the holy of holies in the heavenly tabernacle
• Our engagement connects us
• The ark or arc, mercy seat pattern, covering cherubim
• 4 faces of God
• God is complete as 3 but chooses man to complete His government
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- Arc between heaven and earth
- Raise our hands connect to heaven
- Our praise is to form an arc
- Psa 22:3 Yet You are holy, O You who are enthroned upon the praises of Israel.
- We form an arc between heaven and earth
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God is the capstone that sets the order of Melchizedek the New Jerusalem 4 faces, 12 gates, 12 foundation stones in a square base.
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- Patterns and arcs are forming between heaven and earth between the:
  - Lion Ox Eagle Man Yod Hei Vav Hei and
  - The 4 angels assigned to this house
  - Transformation, Winds of Change, Sound of Many Waters, Refiners fire
  - Positioned around the 4 points of the compass and 4 corners of the earth
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• Engage these angels as God is going to minister to you through them

• Do you want change in your life?

• What change do you want?

• Is that desire born out of agreement with the God’s will and purpose, destiny for your life?
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• Transformation
• Transformed into the image of Jesus
• Behaviour changed
• Thinking changed
• Transfigured to shine with Glory
• Transformation – open your heart to the revelation of truth that will renew your minds and change your lives
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- Winds of change
- New season in your life
- New season of blessing, joy and peace
- The authority and power to change and transform your circumstances
- Become a living being
- Become a spirit being
- Winds of change – open your heart let the breath of life fill you
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- Refining Fire
- Greater passion for God, your life and destiny
- Pure heart to see God
- Your life can be purified and refined
- The chains restricting you destroyed
- Refiners fire – open your heart for passion, purification, destroying of chains
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- Sound of many waters vibrational voice of God
- Everything that is not of God’s kingdom shaken from your life
- Resonate with the will of God
- Your body aligned with the frequency of heaven
- Health and wholeness - DNA transformed
- Sound of many waters - open your heart to the vibrating frequency of God’s voice to resonate eternal destiny in you
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**Lion & Winds of Change**
Kingly function that brings God’s governmental direction. Instruction about how to engage and prepare for new seasons in our lives. Portal to engage the throne of grace in Eden, grace, mercy and help, also engage Wisdom’s heights.

**Lion & Transformation**
Kingly function that brings Godly order of our responsibility. Instruction to the process of transformation in our lives. Portal to engage the Altar of fire and Seraphim in the temple. Unravelled in time and DNA.
**Ox and Transformation**
Prophetic function that brings God's word from heaven for alignment with our destiny. The prophetic picture of what to behold and become transformed into. God's word as a mould for our lives. Our true identity. Portal to engage the pool of destiny where the vast sum of His thoughts are contain as golden coins within a treasure chest.

**Ox and Refiners Fire**
Prophetic function that brings God's word from heaven for purification and alignment with our scroll of destiny. The prophetic declaration of our scroll from the eternal perspective. The truth that brings a portal to engage the judgment seat and the consuming fire of God's presence to burn wood, hey and stubble and reveal gold, silver and precious stones.
Eagle and Sound of Many Waters
Apostolic function of the frequency of God’s voice that enables us to engage deeper and higher with the vision of the deep things of God on our scroll of destiny. The vibrating frequency and sound a harmonic for resonance and alignment with our destiny. Portal to engage the waterfall in Eden and the cave of heavenly quests.

Eagle and Refiners Fire
Apostolic function that brings God’s blueprint from heaven for the purification and alignment with our scroll of destiny. The apostolic overview of our scroll from the eternal perspective. Portal to engage the heart of God where thoughts of our sonship are revealed.
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Man the and Winds of Change
Priestly function of the vibrating as a priest in creations order of the symphony of heaven
Portal to engage the Father’s garden in Eden, find total peace and rest and be one.
Experiencing the sound and light and fragrance of oneness with the created order
Engage new seasons of our redemptive gifts, ministry & calling to creation

Man the and Sound of Many Waters
Priestly function of the frequency of God’s voice that calls us to deeper and deeper into intimacy. Portal to engage the river of life in Eden to feel the vibrating energy of the overflowing abundance of intimacy. Our baptism deeper into the river of life and our engagement with the tree of life and it’s fruit
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• Transformation and Lion (Kingly) bring revelation of your kingly identity and the process needed to bring you into maturity as sons

• Transformation and Refiners Fire both engage with the OX (prophetic) and will deal with past, present & future in regards to the truth of God's prophetic declaration of your identity
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- Refiners with the Eagle (apostolic) your destiny and where you fit in the blueprint of God's governmental spheres of your 7 mountains of kingdom authority.
- Eagle and Sound of many waters higher frequencies of your destiny resonate come into correct patterns, aligns with God's deepest and highest thoughts about you.
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- Man (priestly) and Sound of Many Waters is about engaging your sound with creations groan your identification with the world and your connection to it.
- Your earthly and heavenly ministries, callings, redemptive gifts
- Your unique sounds frequencies, fragrances and colours.
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- Winds of Change and Man (priestly) engage the seasons of your life in the process of maturity - service, stewardship, friendship, lordship, kingship and sonship in the priestly callings of reconciliation and restoration.

- Revelation of your eternal destiny needs an earthing out as you recognise those deep desires that draw and connect you to creation.
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- Desires, connections, drawings to
- People groups, nations cultural spheres etc.
- Connect with your own and the church mountains in a practical way.
- You have been called for a time and purpose such as this
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- Transformation – open your heart to the revelation of truth that will renew your minds and change your lives
- Winds of change – open your heart and let the breath of life fill you
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- Refiners fire – open your heart for passion, purification, destroying of chains
- Sound of many waters - open your heart to the vibrating frequency of God’s voice to resonate your eternal destiny in you
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• Engage the Lion – Kingly your responsibility of government
• Engage the Ox – Prophetic the revelation of your identity
• Engage the Eagle – Apostolic the blueprint, scroll, plan for your destiny
• Engage the Man - Priestly the intimacy with God’s heart for creation
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• These engagements do not have to be limited by Sundays and flags you can engage this in your heart and around the arc in the heavenly tabernacle.

• You can engage in your own imagination as you meditate on these connections and choose to engage them.
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• I decree the door to heaven standing open
• I decree the veil between the spiritual and natural dimensions torn
• I decree the overlap of heaven and earth and the angelic realm
• I decree the agreement and arcs to reveal the government of God
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- I decree the formation of transformational agreements between heaven and earth and the angelic realm.
- I decree the opening of portals into the dimensions of the heavenly realms.
- I decree dimensional places of destiny and transformation to be open.
- I decree the agreement between heaven, the spiritual realms and the natural realm.